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Abstract: Big data applications can enhance the market competitive advantages of enterprises and 

organizations and can improve people's quality of life. However, by the impact of many factors, failure rate 

of big data project is higher than the IT project. In order to reduce the risk of failure, big data projects must 

overcome a serial of challenges. Ambiguous requirements, poor data quality, and lacking changeability and 

extensity will directly affect the results of big data analytics. And even cause the wrong decision, inaccurate 

prediction and improper planning to make the big data projects with potential high risk. For this, this paper 

migrates iterative and incremental development (IID) features to the data preprocessing, and draws up the 

iterative and incremental data quality improvement (IIDQI) procedure. IIDQI procedure applies data 

preprocessing task frame to repeatedly detect and identify the defects of data quality, and incrementally 

strengthen big data quality and control the factors of failure risk. Iterative inspection activities can 

effectively enhance data quality, intercommunication efficiency, and precision requirement and objective to 

reduce the risk of big data project failure. 
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1. Introduction 

Big data applications enhance enterprises and organizations market competitive advantage and improve 

the quality of people's daily lives. However, the fail rate of big data projects have over 50%. In a recent 

report, Gartner predicted that “through 2017, 60% of Big Data projects will fail to go beyond piloting and 

experimentation and will be abandoned.” [1] Many papers have surveyed and discussed the failure factors 

of big data projects [2]-[4]. Summarized the failure factors of big data projects can be divided into five items: 

(1) Ambiguous requirements; (2) Lacking well communication channel; (3) Data quality cannot get effective 

and timely  improvement; (4) Lacking experienced professional persons; (5) Project plan lacks extensibility 

and changeability. For getting the advantages of big data applications, big data projects must overcome the 

challenges of project failure risks. One of major failure factor of big data project is the critical data quality 

that cannot effectively and timely improve. It is because that most of the network data are unconfirmed 

contents, unverified information and incompatible data format [4]-[8]. Poor data quality of big data is 

bound to affect the results of big data analysis and increase the failure risk. How to improve data quality of 

big data have become the subject of enterprises and organizations must focus on [4]-[8]. 

Agile software development neglects the formal analysis and design phases, uses non-document oriented 

development, and pay more attention to refactoring and communication [9]-[12]. The features of agile 
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software development effectively reduce the software development projects risks and increase project 

success rate [13]. It is because that agile software development uses IID (Iterative and Incremental 

Development) [14], [15] to reduce the requirement complexity, refactoring to increase the requirement 

modification flexibility, and non-document oriented can reduce the cost of requirements change [13], [16]. 

Incremental workable versions let the client can detailed test, validate requirement items of new version 

and precisely understand the development progress. Iterative extension and incremental validation 

increase the integration effect and intercommunication ability, and strengthen the unambiguous 

requirements and objective. In development change impacts, IID greatly decreases schedule delay, cost over 

budget and quality unsatisfied user requirement situations. IID makes software development change risk 

can be effectively reduced. The features of IID should help control the failure risk of big data project. 

In big data applications, poor quality data causes incorrect analysis results and may form the wrong 

decision or inaccurate prediction. Data quality will directly affect the results of the analysis of big data. In 

order to enhance the big data applications effectiveness and practicality, application project must confirm 

the data quality in advance. Combines the IID, this paper designs the Iterative and Incremental Data Quality 

Improvement (IIDQI) procedure to overcome the development risks of big data projects. IIDQI procedure 

combines the key features of IID into data preprocessing tasks. Corresponding to the preprocessing tasks, 

incremental data preprocessing mechanism can stepwise identify data quality defects and repeated 

inspection activities can increase opportunities of intercommunication among DE (Data Engineers), users 

and stakeholders for improving the precise requirements and objective. Continuous communication and 

iterative data quality improvement can increase big data analysis efficiency and quality and overcome the 

development risks of big data projects. In Section 2, discusses the advantages and development risks of big 

data project. In Section 3, describes data preprocessing steps and importance characteristics of data quality.  

In Section 4, introduces the advantages of IID and designs the IIDQI procedure to overcome the 

development risks of big data projects. In Section 5, the improvement effects of IIDQI procedure compare to 

others two data preprocessing methods. In Section 6, emphasizes the contributions of IIDQI procedure and 

makes a conclusion of this topic. 

2. Advantages and Development Risks of Big Data Projects 

The advantages of big data applications make most of enterprises and organizations actively introduce 

into the related technology of big data.  

2.1 Big Data Trends and Advantages 

In the network and IoT (Internet of Things) age, making all kinds of data and information generated 

speedily and continuously, just like data explosion age. From the business intelligence view, big data 

becomes the important and useful assets of enterprises and organizations to help them enhance market 

competitiveness advantages. Effectively collection, appropriately management and suitably storage all kinds 

data of the EC transactions and social network activities. Using high efficiency statistic and analysis tools for 

speedy generating the visualization information to help enterprises and organizations make correct 

decision and accurate prediction [17]. Big data widely applications make that most of enterprises and 

organizations actively import the related technology of big data. Customer relationship viewpoint, big data 

applications technology can forecast the trend of consumer group. Assisting management level make the 

best planning and decisions to increase the advantage of market competition and increase the incomes and 

profits [18]-[20]. Daily life viewpoint, big data applications to traffic control can reduce time of traffic jam, 

accurate meteorological prediction may be reducing the calamities losses, suitable crop planting can 

improve the quality and yield, in health management can control the disease etc., can efficiently improve in 

people's quality of life. In network and IoT age, big data applications have become the important topics that 
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should further explore [18], [20]. However, many development challenges need to overcome in big data 

applications. Analysis tools, data quality, extensibility and changeability are the critical failure factors to 

affect the big data applications. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Failure factors of big data applications. 

 

2.2. Development Risk of Big Data Projects 

Big data applications enhance enterprises and organizations market competitive advantage and improve 

the quality of people's daily lives. However, big data application projects always have high failure risk. Over 

50% big data projects belong to failure project. Big data projects failure rate have exceeded IT projects. In a 

recent report, Gartner predicted, “through 2017, 60% of Big Data projects will fail to go beyond piloting and 

experimentation and will be abandoned.” [1] Many papers have surveyed and discussed the failure factors 

of big data projects [2]-[4]. Summarized the failure factors of big data projects as follows: 

1) Ambiguous requirements: big data application and IT software development have the similar 

situations. User requirements often existed ambiguous or incomplete description. The requirement 

specifications of project cannot reach a consensus and always cause the project failure. 

2) Plan cost overrun and schedule delay: big data project plan should accurately estimate the 

development cost, time and resources. However, additional requirements and environment change 

always cause project plan cost overrun and schedule delay. 

3) Lack of extensibility and changeability: big data applications planning process, data maintainability 

quality is generally very little consideration as the application requirements. Therefore, often lead to 

big data projects lack of application of extensibility and changeability. 

4) Decision making challenges of managers: lack of communication and interaction among users, 

stakeholders and developers, causing managers prefer to rely on their own intuition as the decision 

making, and do not want to believe that big data analysis results.  

5) Poor data quality: data quality may affect the results and efficiency of data analysis. Big data with poor 

quality will lead to difficult to predict the results. 

6) Lack of technical resources: Lack of experienced personnel, and professional technology or practical 

analysis tools, often leading to large data projects cannot successfully achieve the desired goal. 
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Failure factors of big data project can be inducted into 5 items(shown as Fig. 1): (1) Ambiguous 

requirements and objective; (2) Lack of intercommunication channels; (3) Lack of critical data quality (ex. 

changeability and extensibility); (4) Lack of technology personnel and analysis tools; (5) Lack of 

experienced project manager. Ambiguous requirements and objective, lack of intercommunication channels, 

and Lack of critical data quality are more serious than the others two shortcomings. IT projects have many 

failure factors that include lack user involvement, lack executive management support, lack changeability 

and extensibility, and ambiguous requirements [13], [21]. Failure factors of big data application project 

have many same items as IT failure factors. The failure factors contrast table between big data application 

and IT project shown as Table 1. In software development project, agile software development applied IID 

process to reduce the software development risk. Iterative extension and incremental validation increase 

the integration effectiveness and intercommunication ability, and effectively improve the unambiguous 

requirements and objective. In change management, IID has flexibility and changeability to decrease 

schedule delay, over budget and quality unsatisfied user requirement situations. IID makes software 

development change risk can be effectively reduced. The features of IID can also control and reduce the 

failure risk of big data project. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of Failure Factors of Big Data Application and IT Projects 
Failure factors Big data project IT project 

Lack of user involvement X V 
Lack of executive management support  X V 
Ambiguous requirements V V 
Lack of interommunication channels V V 
Requirements & specifications frequent 
change 

V V 

Lack of critical technology V V 
Lack of experienced professionals V X 

 

3. Data Preprocessing and Data Quality 

The objective of data preprocessing in big data application is to enhance the data quality and increase the 
efficiency of data management, analysis and modeling. 

3.1. Major Tasks of Data Preprocessing 

Big data applications collect many kind network transactions and activity records that have large amount 

data, multiple styles and formats. Big data applications able to complete the data analysis on schedule and 

show the data visualization results to assist the decision making and subsequent processing jobs. 

Applications must have high efficient analysis methods and tools to meet the requirements of enterprises 

and organizations and reach the objectives of big data applications. For getting the correct decisions, 

accurate predictions, perfect planning and arrangements, before data analysis, big data application project 

must previously improve the data quality. Data preprocessing is an important procedure to increase the 

data quality of big data. Five tasks of data preprocessing of big data application [7], [8] discusses as follows: 

1) Data cleansing: For assuring data quality, at first data cleansing need identify the data defects and 

problems. Then, according the types of data defects and problems, fill in missing values, smooth 

noisy data, recheck or remove abnormal data, and adjust the incomplete or inconsistent data. 

2) Data transformation: Big data collected from widely areas and different environments. It needs take 

more time and resource to handle and analyze the different formats data. Therefore, the collected 

data should normalize into a unified format and aggregate into the suitable clusters. 

3) Data integration: For increasing data analysis efficiency, data integration of multiple databases, data 
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storages or files is an important task [22]. High quality data integration can help reduce and avoid 

redundancies and inconsistencies in the stored data set. Data integration can help improve the 

accuracy and speed of the subsequent data analysis process. 

4) Data reduction: The collected data may exist the duplicate or similar contents. For reducing data 

volume and data analysis time, the duplicate or similar data should identify for timely merging or 

removing. It is necessary to use the duplicate or similar data recognition tools for avoiding the 

incorrect data deleting. 

5) Data discretization: This task divides the range of a continuous attribute into intervals for reducing 

data size by discretization. Big data applications decide the necessity of data discretization task. 

3.2 Data Quality Impact for Big Data Applications 

In order to get the practical benefits of big data applications, data management and analysis must have 

high efficiency. Therefore, data preprocessing is a necessary job before data analysis of big data. Data 

preprocessing can inspect data defects and exclude abnormal data, cannot only enhance the efficiency of 

data analysis, but also can strengthen the data quality. In order to enhance the efficiency of data analysis 

and the practicality of big data applications, four critical data quality characteristics of big data applications 

discussed as follows: 

1) Data collection from same one data source should have the correctness/veracity, completeness and 

consistency quality. Basic quality of big data is a necessary quality characteristic for confirming the 

efficient and practical data. 

2) Usability: Large amount data collection must invest much resource for data classification, storage, 

management. Therefore, data usability should be confirmed to remove most of inapplicable data 

and avoid wasted resources investment. Data usability should care three confirmable items: data 

sources with high credibility, times of data generated and the expression of content.t. 

3) Maintainability: Data collected from many different websites or devices need complete data 

classification, storage, management, then proceed suitable data merge, integration and 

transformation etc. maintenance operations. Data maintainability can enhance the efficiency of 

maintenance operations.  

4) Manageability: Data of network or IoT not only has not uniform format, but also without same data 

interpretation and parsing methods. The meaning or intelligent information of data cannot be 

parsed or extracted, the data will belong to useless assets. Therefore, data need have manageability 

to increase analysis capability and applications effects. Data manageability should consider data 

format transferability, data assessment ability and comparability, data semantic analyzability quality 

factors. 

Table 2 shown the cross-reference table of data quality and data preprocessing tasks. 

Table 2. Cross-Reference Table of Data Quality and Data Preprocessing Tasks 
Data Quality Characteristics Quality factors Preprocessing Tasks 

Basic quality  correctness  
 completeness 
 consistency 

 Data cleansing 

Usability  data source credit 
 data creation date 
 data expressed contents 

 Data cleansing 

Maintainability  data extensibility 
 data integration ability 
 data non-duplicate 

 Data reduction  
 Data integration 

Manageability  data format transferability 
 data access and 

 Data transformation  
 Data discretization 
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comparability 
 data semantic analyzability 

 

4. IIDQI Procedure 

Data collection of big data application is the continuous job. Therefore, collected data quality 

improvement also need to continuously process for ensuring the quality of big data application 

development. 

4.1 Data Preprocessing Tasks Frame 

IID is an important development process in the agile software approach [9]. IID effectively improves the 

efficiency of intercommunication among the user, developers and stakeholders. IID process is a practical 

and effective way that periodically released the workable version to reduce the risk of software 

development. Continuous workable versions increase users and stakeholders’ confidence in software 

development projects. In big data project, many development risks and challenges are the same as the 

software development project. Using continuous communication and progressive development can control 

the failure risk of big data project. Therefore, it is a practical approach to migrate the characteristics of the 

IID to the data preprocessing operations. The data incremental work items of each step must have the 

extensibility and integration capabilities. Before data analysis and modeling, the specific improvement of 

the data quality can effectively enhance the efficiency of follow-up big data application project. For this, this 

section to develop a Data Preprocessing Task Frame (shown as Fig 2). Each preprocessing task items must 

sequentially complete pre-conditions, sub-work items, problems and defects solution, and post-conditions 

etc. four work tasks. The pre-condition and post-condition are set up to increase the effectiveness of data 

preprocessing: 

1) First, set the pre-condition: 

 Ensure the previous task items have completed. 

 Identify the detailed tasks and objective of the data preprocessing through an 

intercommunication manner. 

 Data engineer should accept the recommendations of users and stakeholders to formulate the 

main handling rules of task items. 

2) Completion of five sub-items according to the pre-conditions and the task rules: 

 Ensure that the preprocessed data has the quality characteristics of correctness, completeness 

and consistency. 

 Ensure that the preprocessed data has usability. 

 Ensure that the preprocessed data has manageability. 

 Ensure that the preprocessed data has maintainability. 

 Handle the exception situations that lack the task rules. 

3) According to task of data preprocessing, the task items that need to be discussed or unreached the 

objective should be clearly listed. 

4) Finally, set the post-condition of the task items according to the pre-conditions: 

 Ensure the completed task items meet the task objectives and meet the task requirements. 

 Complete the task items according to handling rules. 

Each time a task of data preprocessing is completed, an inspection activity is taken to determine the 

quality and results of the task items. The results of the inspection activity divide into three levels (shown as 

Fig. 2): 

 Passed review: the procedure can directly enter the next task item. 
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 Conditional passed: According to inspection report, the incomplete or lacking items must be 

remedied, and the revised task items must be re-inspected. 

 Reject and redo: many serious errors or incomplete task items, the inspectors determine the 

defects impossible improvements and the task should be redone. 

This paper combines IID features with data preprocessing task frame to improve the data quality of big 

data application. For the uninterrupted and incremental data, Iterative data detection and inspection can 

efficiently identify the data defects. Iterative data defects improvement operations make the big data with 

correctness, completeness and consistency quality and usability, manageability, and maintainability 

characteristics. The iterative and incremental data quality improvement operation is called an IIDQI 

(Iterative and Incremental Data Quality Improvement) procedure. 

Fig. 2. Inspection activity of data preprocessing task frame. 

4.2 Data Quality Improvement Flow 

Task items inspection activities same as the acceptance test of new release version of the software. User 

can deeply understand the work items to complete the task, including the contents of the pre-conditions 

and post-conditional completion of the content, and the encountered problems. User can fully understand 

the effectiveness and processing progress of data quality improvement in data preprocessing. Inspection 

activities not only can achieve the effect of communication and interaction, but also increase the confidence 

of user and stakeholders. Based on the task frame, IIDQI procedure is divided into five task items that 

include data cleansing, data transposition, data integration, data reduction and data quality assurance 

(shown as Fig. 3). Each task based on the task described in Section 4.1 to define the contents of task frame. 

Before task finish, each task item must be inspected to determine whether the task item is completed or not. 

The post-condition of the following five task items are the core of the inspection: 

1) Post-condition for data cleanup: Make up incomplete field, modify data content, confirm check fields, 

or delete exception data, and adjust incomplete or inconsistent data. 

2) Post-condition for data transposition: Based on the data attributes, the collected data must be 

normalized to a uniform format and be aggregated into the appropriate cluster. 
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3) Post-condition for data integration: Data with the same purpose, the same attribute, or the same 

target must be integrated for effectively improving the quality and efficiency of the data 

management and analysis. 

4) Post-condition for data reduction: The duplicate or similar data needs to be identified and be 

merged or be deleted for reducing the unnecessary data. It is necessary to use duplicate or similar 

data recognition tools to determine the data that should be deleted. 

5) Post-condition of data quality confirmation: In addition to requiring the correct, complete and 

consistent basic quality, it also requires the key qualities such as availability, manageability and 

maintainability. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Operation flowchart of IIDQI procedure. 

 

In order to reduce the big data projects failure risk, the IIDQI procedure must have the following five 

features: 

1) Pre-condition of the task item should integrate the suggestions of data engineer, user, stakeholders 

and other personnel. 

2) Before the completion of the task, task items must be inspected to confirm to the complete task 

items, progress and quality. 

3) According to task items, each task of data preprocessing should enhance the specific quality 

characteristics of big data. 

4) After the completion of all preprocessing tasks, big data should have usability, manageability, and 

maintainability etc. quality characteristics. 

5) Combining the relevant personnel to discuss and help handle the unresolved problems and quality 
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defect. 

In data preprocessing, IIDQI procedure identifies data quality defects and measures four critical quality 

characteristics that include basic quality, usability, maintainability and manageability. IIDQI procedure 

apply the DQM (Data Quality Measurement) model [23] and blends four critical quality characteristics into 

big data application. Four critical quality characteristics enhance the data quality, intercommunication 

channels, changeability, and extensibility of big data project for efficiently reducing the big data project 

failure risk. 

5. Advantages and Efficiency Evaluation of IIDQI Procedure 

In this section, IIDQI procedure compares to others two data preprocessing methods to show the 

efficiency of IIDQI procedure in big data application project.  

5.1 Improvement of Big Data Failure factors 

The big data application projects exist the high failure rate. For overcoming the challenges of big data 

development risk, IIDQI procedure migrates the characteristics of iterative and incremental development to 

the data preprocessing operation mechanism. In this section, five important factors that affect the big data 

development risk are identified and discussed as follows:  

 Lack of critical data quality: IIDQI procedure applies iterative data preprocessing mechanism that can 

effectively reduce the defects of critical data quality of big data application.  

 Lack of intercommunication ability: IID process provides iterative data check and data inspection that 

can improve the intercommunication ability among DA (Data Analysts), stakeholder and DE (Data 

Engineers). 

 Lack of changeability: Before enter the analysis phase of big data application development, the data 

preprocessing tasks can provide the uniform format and remove the bad data for improving the 

flexibility and changeability of big data application. 

 Lack of Technology personnel & analysis tools: This factor belong to the complex technology issue. 

Therefore, any data preprocessing methods cannot provide suitable improvement effects. 

 Lack of suitable PM: This factor belong to the management experience and technique that need to 

cultivate long time. Therefore, any data preprocessing methods cannot get useful improvement effect. 

Based on the five important factors, the IIDQI procedure is compared with others two big data application 

data preprocessing methods (shown as Table 3). 

Table 3. Data Preprocessing Methods Improvement Effect for Big Data Failure Factors 

Data preprocessing methods 

 

Failure factors of big data project 

IIDQI procedure Complete data 

preprocessing tasks 

Partial data 

preprocessing tasks 

Lack of critical data quality High High Middle 

Lack of intercommunication ability High Middle Low 

Lack of changeability High Middle Low 

Lack of Technology personnel  & analysis 

tools 

Low none none 

Lack of suitable PM none none none 

 

5.2 Data Quality Improvement for Big Data Application 

In big data application development, the purpose of data preprocessing is to increase the data quality, and 

assist data management, data analysis, and data modeling tasks. However, general data preprocessing 

method just consider the follow-up jobs (ex. data storage, data analysis, and data modeling). The critical 
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quality characteristics measurement do not consider as a necessary job. Therefore, the quality 

characteristics of big data application existed incompletely inspect and measure. Some data quality defects 

still remain on the application development. In Section 4.2, data quality impact for big data applications 

have discussed the critical data quality that data preprocessing should consider the quality factors and 

characteristics. IIDOI procedure identifies data quality defects and measures four critical quality 

characteristics that include basic quality, usability, maintainability and manageability. In order to efficiency 

reduce the project failure risks, IIDOI procedure applies the DQM (Data Quality Measurement) model [23] 

and blends four critical quality characteristics into big data application. In general data preprocessing 

methods, the task focuses on the data defects identification and revision. The critical quality characteristics 

measurement often is omitted or doesn’t consider. Collecting and finishing three data preprocessing 

methods improvement effect for data quality characteristics, the comparison results shown as Table 4. 

Table 4. Data Preprocessing Methods Improvement Effect for Data Quality Characteristics 

Data preprocessing methods 
 
Data quality characteristics 

IIDQI procedure Complete data 
preprocessing 

Partial data 
preprocessing 

Basic quality High Middle Middle 

Usability High Middle None 

Maintainability High Middle None 

Manageability High Middle None 

 

6.  Conclusion 

Big data applications can enhance the enterprises and organizations competitive advantage, can 

effectively improve the quality of people's lives. However, big data application projects existed over 50% 

failure rate. Poor data quality, ambiguously application requirements, lack communication, interactive and 

extensibility are major project risk factors of big data. How to reduce the risks of big data applications has 

become an issue that enterprises and organizations must take care. For this, this paper introduces IID 

features into the data preprocessing operations and designs the iterative and incremental data quality 

improvement (IIDQI) procedure. Applied IIDQI procedure, iterative inspection activities identify the defects 

of data quality and control the failure risks, and incrementally strengthens big data quality. Before big data 

analytics, the specific improvement of big data quality, can effectively improve the results of big data 

analytics and reduce the failure risk of big data project. IIDQI procedure migrates the characteristics of IID 

to the data preprocessing operations and generates the following contributions: 

 Incremental data processing can efficiently improve data change and extension ability of big data 

application. 

 Iterative and continuous inspection manner can increase the opportunity of communication and 

interaction among users, DE and stakeholders. 

 IDQI procedure can enhance the critical data quality of big data application that include basic quality, 

usability, maintainability and manageability. 
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